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 INTRODUCTION 

or historians of medieval and early modern cultures who rely on manuscript evidence as their primary and
ven secondary sources of information, the problems associated with directing researchers to these sources have
ong plagued librarians and curators responsible for such collections. As is commonly understood, premodern

anuscripts, that is, handwritten volumes produced before, and in many cases, co-existing in relation to print
ulture, are by nature unique objects. Each one bears its own story and associated cast of characters: authors,
ranslators, compilers, scribes, artists, former owners, binders, and so on. Unlike printed books that are produced
dentically en masse for a more or less unknown readership, each premodern manuscript is made for a specific
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nd known reader or group of readers with different needs and expectations of what that manuscript should
ontain or look like. Copied texts will always differ from the original source either through intentional edits or
nintended mistakes in copying, that then get repeated in successive copies so that copies several generations re-
oved may differ quite dramatically from their source, yet still be considered to be the same work. Multiple texts

ound together in one volume will rarely appear again together or in the same order as another volume. Copies
f the same work can range from lavishly illuminated works of art intended for aristocratic audiences to working
opies made by nonprofessional scribes for personal use. Further, the lives these books led after production can
eveal much about changing patterns of readership and reception over time. For the modern scholar, each unique
eature of a manuscript can provide further insight into why, when, where, and for whom the texts and images
ontained in each manuscript were produced, read, studied, and copied. Thus, every manuscript as a unique wit-
ess to a given work has the potential to reveal new insights into our shared cultural and intellectual heritages.
For premodern manuscript research, one cannot assume that one copy of a text reflects the same historical

nd functional context as another copy. Findability–or discoverability–of multiple witnesses of the same work
r expression of a work (such as a translation or rescension of a work) is essential to this research and depends
n published manuscript descriptions. Prior to the digital age, manuscript research was primarily conducted
sing print catalogs of collections and institutions. Methods of catalog description could range in scope from
imple finding aids of one-line descriptions typical of early modern cataloging practices, noting only the title,
uthor, and date and place of production, to more modern complex and detailed descriptions of the content and
hysical features of a manuscript, such as the type of script, the page layout, dimensions, binding structures and
aratextual elements such as glosses and other forms of marginalia, as well as detailed provenance histories.
ith each feature being the equivalent of a data point, approaches to the data modeling underlying traditional
anuscript description in print catalogs are as variable as the number of institutions producing the catalogs. As

remodern manuscript description has moved into digital form over the last decades, these circumstances have
ot changed, and the lack of one guiding standard for publishing manuscript metadata that can be agreed upon
cross institutions continues to make discoverability a challenge. 

There have been many efforts in the last twenty years to find practical solutions for aggregated searching
cross institutions and across platforms in the cultural heritage sector [ 2 , 5 , 22 , 23 , 34 ]. Among these is Digital

criptorium ( DS ; https://digital-scriptorium.org/ ), a growing consortium of over 35 institutional members rep-
esenting American libraries, museums, and other cultural heritage institutions. Started in 1997 as a joint project
etween the Bancroft Library at the University of California, Berkeley, and Columbia University, DS’s primary
ission has been to digitize, describe, and publish metadata related to western medieval and Renaissance man-

script codices and fragments in American collections via its digital platform, ultimately becoming an online
ational union catalog to facilitate research and discovery across collections. Since its inception, DS has been
upported by annual member dues set by a weighted fee schedule to ensure that institutions at all levels can
articipate. 1 

In its first decade, DS achieved early success with an innovative relational model first expressed in an Access
atabase, later converted to a WebGenDB content management platform [ 18 ] and hosted by the University of
alifornia, Berkeley. As of 2019, DS had cataloged 8,352 manuscripts among its 35 member institutions. How-
ver, challenges associated with both a heavy, complicated, and increasingly outdated technical infrastructure
nd workflow difficulties in uploading member institutions’ data threatened DS’s existence. In 2017, the Univer-
ity of California, Berkeley, made the decision to discontinue support for WebGenDB forcing the consortium to
ndertake a radical redevelopment and reconceptualization of its technical platform. The new platform would
eed to mitigate the previously mentioned high-barrier challenges to participation and be prepared to scale up
o accommodate as yet uncataloged manuscripts and manuscripts from other manuscript traditions outside of
 Member institutions that fall below a calculated threshold of resources can join for free as non-voting members: https://digital-scriptorium. 
rg/about/membership-information/ . 
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urope, including the Arabic, Jewish, Asian, African, and American traditions. The estimated number of uncat-
logued manuscript objects in U.S. collections, including codices, rolls and fragments, has been determined to
e as high as 100,000 [ 11 ]. The new platform would also need to respond to an evolving digital landscape that
rovided opportunities for aggregating, sharing, and linking data that were not readily available when DS was
rst formed while maintaining a long-term sustainability plan. 
Known as DS 2.0, the redevelopment project has resulted in a digital platform based on Linked Open Data

LOD) practices and technologies that can efficiently collect, aggregate, and enrich member metadata and sus-
ainably publish it as LOD. 2 DS 2.0 uses Wikibase , a free, open-source, and community-maintained software suite
or building knowledge bases that can be published as LOD. 3 For structuring linked data, Wikibase is based on
ubject-property-value statements, which are built on an RDF semantic triple framework. Wikibase also drives

ikidata [ 36 ], the world’s largest, openly accessible knowledge graph. 4 Wikimedia Deutschland has recently
aunched Wikibase.cloud, a cloud-based service platform that hosts instances of Wikibase, providing a free host-
ng service for organizations that do not otherwise have the technical support and infrastructure to support their
wn instance. 5 These features made Wikibase the obvious solution as the underlying technical platform for the
S 2.0 project. 
DS 2.0 provides a sustainable infrastructure to build an online national union catalog. A project at this scale

aces a number of challenges that are endemic to cultural heritage institutions: inconsistent metadata standards
or describing cultural heritage objects, unevenly resourced institutions in terms of funding and expertise, and
imple organizational challenges relating to costs, staffing, and workflow. To meet these challenges, the project
eam developed a set of principles at the outset that formed the foundation of both the data model and a series of
traightforward workflows that aim to minimize the work burden placed upon DS member institutions and lower
arriers to participation. The choice to use Wikibase aligned with these principles but also presented further
hallenges to the design of the data model. In the following, we will describe how these principles guided the
esign of the new data model and led us to choosing Wikibase as the most sustainable and practical solution for
ata collection and publication, despite certain limitations, to meet the challenges of building an online national
nion catalog in a LOD environment. 
This article is organized as follows. The next Section presents the outset of the data modeling work for aggre-

ating manuscript metadata and the design principles guiding the work. Section 3 discusses the choice and use
f Wikibase as the technical platform. Modelling manuscript metadata on a general level is discussed in Section 4
nd the devised DS 2.0 data model is presented in detail in Section 5 . Section 6 gives an overview of the prototype
ikibase system and an evaluation of the system in relation to the data model and data aggregation is given in

ection 7 . Finally, the conclusion is provided in Section 8 . 

 DESIGN PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE DS 2.0 DATA MODEL 

ata modeling in manuscript cataloging projects, whether digital or analog, tends to prioritize original and
xpert bibliographic description to create and collect information about a manuscript object. The original Digital
criptorium [ 18 ] is an example of such modeling. In this model, the catalog record ideally would present the most
omplete information known about a manuscript based on the expertise and knowledge of a cataloger, often
elying on discursive, unstructured scholarly analysis to explain, for example, an argument for the date or place
f a production if internal evidence did not exist. For a national union catalog, this model produces practical

nefficiencies in terms of cost and workflow that made such an effort difficult to sustain. 

 The DS 2.0 redevelopment project was supported by a National Leadership for Libraries Planning Grant funded by the Institute for Museum 

nd Library Services (LGLG-246396-OLS-20), awarded in 2020. 
 Wikibase/What is Wikibase: https://w w w.mediawiki.org/wiki/Wikibase/What _ is _ Wikibase . 
 Wikidata.org: https://w w w.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main _ Page . 
 The service is currently in beta and is invitation only. For information and updates, see https://w w w.wikibase.cloud/ . 
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The history of Digital Scriptorium briefly outlined in the Introduction provides some context for the DS 2.0
roject team’s approach to designing DS 2.0. While Berkeley’s decision to discontinue support of the outdated
oftware underlying the previous platform may have been the catalyst for redevelopment, other factors were
ust as pressing. Many member institutions found it difficult to produce and maintain current metadata in DS.
he requirements and expectations for DS data entry required a high level of expertise and often additional
taffing to produce a sufficient level of description. These pressures proved to be significant barriers for many
ember institutions to create and maintain DS records. DS also required high resolution digital images, which
any institutions could not afford to produce. 
Further complicating participation efforts was the fact that in the last twenty years, many institutions were

ble to digitize and publish manuscript images and descriptive metadata in institutional catalogues, typically
s MARC- or TEI-based records, or in publicly available repositories, such as the University of Pennsylvania’s
Penn repository of open access data ( https://openn.library.upenn.edu/ ), rendering the DS records of those in-

titutions redundant and in most cases outdated. There was little incentive for catalogers to update a DS record
fter updating a corresponding institutional record as new knowledge about a manuscript became available.
or those institutions maintaining their own separate digital catalogs, the DS record was an inferior duplicate
ecord with no connection to, and often in conflict with, the institutional record. As a result, many institutional
ontributions to DS were, by 2019, completely out of date and/or incomplete. 

At this time, the DS Board of Directors, in conversation with its membership, began a process of reviewing and
econceptualizing both the mission of DS and its technical infrastructure. Understanding and acknowledging the
eeds and limitations of member institutions at the outset was the first step in rethinking the data modeling and
orkflow processes of DS 2.0. A survey of collection managers at member and prospective member institutions
rovided insights that informed the data and workflow modeling. 6 The survey received a total thirty-five re-
ponses. Responses to the question “What are or would be the benefits in maintaining a DS membership for your
nstitution?” showed that accessibility, visibility, discovery, and exposure were primary concerns; respondents
oted “collaborating with colleagues,” “finding connections in other collections,” “learning from other libraries
orking on manuscript description and digitization,” and “potential assistance in cataloging manuscripts and

ragments in languages for which we lack expertise” as particular benefits. Responses to the question “What are
r would be the challenges in maintaining a DS membership for your institution?” ranked financial concerns,
taff resources, difficulty in updating records, and proprietary concerns as the top challenges. The survey also
howed a need for DS to expand its geographic scope beyond only Western European materials as most collec-
ions held premodern manuscripts from Arabic, Asian, and/or African cultures as well as from the early Americas.
 majority of institutions prioritized the use of LOD technologies, the ability to collaborate with international
artners and projects, and an ambivalence about the necessity of hosting images in the DS 2.0 platform. The
urvey also revealed the many data formats institutions are using to collect and publish manuscript metadata:
ARC, EAD, TEI, XML, MARC/XML, PDF, MODS, ContentDM, DACS, JSON, and simple spreadsheets. 
The results of the survey highlighted three important needs among participating institutions: (1) lower tech-

ical and workflow barriers for data contribution, (2) an ability to work with a diversity of cataloging prac-
ices among member institutions, and (3) a greater return on the investment for participation. Based on this
eeds assessment, the project team developed a set of six principles to guide development to ensure success and
ircumscribe the project’s scope: 

• As a national union catalog, DS 2.0’s primary function will be to enable researchers to find premodern
manuscripts in U.S. collections, including non-European manuscripts. 

• DS 2.0 would impose minimal standards for data entry. 
 Survey results can be found online: https://digital- scriptorium.org/wp- content/uploads/2023/06/DS- Institutional- Survey- Results.pdf. 
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• Members will manage their own manuscript metadata in their institutional formats. DS 2.0 will take data
in the form that members supply and will not correct or add to a member’s metadata. 

• DS 2.0 will not host images of manuscripts but will provide the ability to view images published following
the standards of the International Image Interoperability Framework (IIIF). 7 

• DS 2.0 will transform and enhance member institutions’ metadata by reconciling with external authori-
ties and with in-house Name and Manuscript ID Authorities. 

• DS 2.0 data will be open access, employ LOD technologies and practices, and be made available for reuse.

Adhering to these principles produced a light and lean data model and workflow and guided the choice of
hich technical platform to use. As the components of a finding aid, DS 2.0 records do not need full, expert-

evel descriptions but can function with only minimal amounts of data; links to the more developed institutional
ecords can be supplied in the DS 2.0 record for easy access. Disposing of the image requirement removes a further
arrier to entry for many institutions. The only required data for a manuscript is an acknowledgment that an
nstitution owns it. Beyond that, members only need to contribute as much structured descriptive metadata as
taffing, expertise, and resources allow, including links to the institution’s catalog record; if available, then IIIF
anifests can also be linked to the Wikibase record through a IIIF property available in Wikidata’s property list.
y prioritizing the institutional records as the data source, member institutions only need to maintain one record,
 copy of which they agree to contribute to DS for reconciling in the DS 2.0 data model, to ensure consistency in
epresentation with DS’s record. With its primary responsibility to reconcile and harmonize member data with
xternal and in-house authorities, DS 2.0’s focus rests solely on increasing the value of membership by creating
 distinct but connected, well-structured, aggregated, and semantically enriched dataset to be made available to
he world on an open access platform for discovery and reuse and to facilitate external collaboration [ 9 , 31 , 38 ].

 THE WIKIBASE SOLUTION 

he design principles also guided the decision to choose Wikibase as the technical platform. Wikibase contains an
xtension for displaying IIIF images managed by member institutions, relieving DS of the costly burden of hosting
mages. As a shared platform with Wikidata, Wikibase instances can easily participate in the larger Wikimedia
nvironment. Wikibase is increasingly being used by GLAM institutions and projects around the world as a low-
ost, highly sustainable solution for creating knowledge bases in collaborative environments and has been noted
or its facility in handling bibliographic data [ 21 ]. Further, Wikibase has recently implemented a cloud-based
latform, Wikibase.cloud, that frees institutions from having to find and fund a local hosting service. 8 There are,
f course, potential risks associated with using the Wikibase.cloud, such as the loss of direct control over the
ecision-making process in the technical development or life-cycle of the platform. A community-maintained
esource like the Wikibase.cloud, in which multiple people and projects have a vested interest in supporting
he infrastructure, is less likely to collapse than a self-hosted instance that depends on the variable needs and
esources of an individual person or institution for continued support and development. 

Overall a Wikibase.cloud instance aligns with DS 2.0 design principles in that it is a low-cost, low-barrier so-
ution to creating and managing the DS technical platform and creates free, open access, semantically enriched
ata out of DS member data. While Wikibase has its limitations, as discussed below and by Bergamin [ 8 ], it nev-
rtheless succeeds as a solution for projects in the chronically underfunded and under-resourced GLAM sector.

For projects seeking a low-cost solution to publish data as LOD, Wikibase provides an easy, high-return, out-
f-the-box solution. The RDF graph that makes up a Wikibase instance includes items (which act as subjects and
alues) and properties, which act as predicates of a statement. Items are identified by a prefix “Q” followed by a
tring of numbers unique to the item; properties are similarly identified by a unique string of numbers preceded
 International Image Interoperability Framework (IIIF): https://iiif.io/ . 
 https://w w w.mediawiki.org/wiki/Wikibase/Wikibase.cloud . 
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y the letter “P.” Items and properties are given both a preferred label and alternate labels (aliases) as well as
 brief description. Both items and properties have their own pages in the Wikibase, connecting items to items
hrough properties and connecting properties to related items, resulting in a linked data structure. 

In a Wikibase, items can act as classes or individuals. In the DS 2.0 Wikibase, individuals of a class are identified
hrough statements in which an item is an instance of (P16) a particular type of item, such as an individual
lace being an instance of a Place Authority File (Q16). Wikibase properties define the relationships between a
ikibase item as the subject of a statement and values that describe particular aspects of or information related

o an item. For example, an instance of a DS 2.0 Record (the subject) representing a manuscript description can
nclude a statement about information regarding the place of production (P27, “place of production as recorded”)
or a manuscript that is represented by a string value (e.g., “Germany”) extracted from the metadata record for
he described manuscript provided by the member institution. Values of properties may be of various data types,
ut valid data types for a property are defined by corresponding property constraints. 

A special kind of element found in the Wikibase data infrastructure is a qualifier, of which DS 2.0 makes
ignificant use. A qualifier is any refinement, annotation, or contextualized information about a statement that
llows expression of more granular structured data than is possible with a property-value pair [ 36 ]. To extend
he above example through its use in DS 2.0, a qualifier property (P28, “place in authority file”) can be used
o annotate the string value “Germany” in the place of production statement to link that unstructured string
alue to the individual Wikibase item Germany found in the DS 2.0 Place Authority. The Wikibase item for
ermany is in turn linked to an external authority, creating a linked data connection between the string values

ound in manuscript records and corresponding structured values found in LOD vocabularies, thus semantically
nriching values recorded in a DS 2.0 Record. Where multiple entities are present in a single string value, such
s multiple place entities in a production place as recorded, the string value is qualified by each individual entity
ontained in the string through each corresponding authority file (using a qualifier property for an entity in an
uthority file). For example, the entire string “Amberg; Bavaria; Germany” is annotated/qualified as containing
and is therefore linked to) individual Place Authority Files for Amberg, Bavaria, and Germany. This allows us to
epresent the recorded value in its original and unaltered form while semantically annotating it and enriching it
ith related structured data. 
For the reasons outlined above, and because its open access platform allows collaboration across institutions

nd organizations, a number of projects in the cultural heritage sector have turned to Wikibase to publish
heir structured, machine-readable data. 9 For many projects, such as Enslaved: Peoples of the Historical Slave

rade 10 [ 30 ] and the Black Bibliography Project, 11 Wikibase provides a collaborative space to collect and publish
ata relevant to a specific topic. Several institutions employ Wikibase to publish authority files, including the
erman National Library, which has pioneered the use of Wikibase for authority files [ 20 ], as well as the French

onsortium Biblissima+, 12 a multi-site digital infrastructure for researching the history of ancient and medieval
exts in manuscript and printed book forms. 

These projects provided DS 2.0 with models for collaboration-based data collection and authority file man-
gement in Wikibase. To our knowledge, DS 2.0 is the first project to use Wikibase to create a meta-catalog,
hat is a catalog that seeks to unite disparate catalogs in one aggregated environment, for unique cultural her-
tage objects without requiring member institutions to change their cataloging practices or technologies [ 35 ]. DS
nstitutions contribute any structured metadata available to DS, which is then cross-walked into an “agnostic”
preadsheet for reconciliation and semantic enrichment using OpenRefine. The resulting dataset can then be
ransferred into the Wikibase. One further benefit of this process is that each manuscript receives a persistent
 Wikimedia Deutschland Showcase: https://wikiba.se/showcase/ . 
0 Enslaved: Peoples of the Historical Slave Trade (Enslaved.org): https://enslaved.org/ . 
1 Black Bibliography Project: https://blackbibliog.org/ . 
2 Biblissima+: https://projet.biblissima.fr/en . 
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lphanumeric DS unique resource identifier (DS1, DS2, DS3, etc.) that can then be both returned to the holding
ember institution and contributed to Wikidata, thus creating a semantic bridge between the holding institution

nd Wikidata to connect a global community of researchers to each DS member institution. Once in Wikidata,
S manuscript records can potentially be linked to other similar collections already in Wikidata such as the
eniarth Manuscripts of the National Library of Wales [ 19 ]. The DS identifier then becomes a powerful tool and
 model for a national system to create persistent unique identifiers for premodern manuscripts. 

 MODELLING PREMODERN MANUSCRIPT DESCRIPTIONS 

s noted by Bair and Steuer [ 3 ], modeling manuscript metadata is challenged by many factors. Unlike printed
ooks, every manuscript is a unique production and requires object-specific description elements related to both
he textual contents—author, title, language—and the physical properties–date and place of production, script,
aterials, dimensions for both the object and page layout, decoration, folio count, binding, and so on. Also critical

o manuscript description, though not specific to it, is provenance information that often cannot be documented
eyond the manuscript itself–an inscription on a flyleaf, for example, noting possession by an otherwise un-
nown owner. Unlike printed books that typically come with shared and specific descriptive metadata across
opies usually found within the pages of the book–publisher, editor, printer, date and place of publication, and
o on—knowledge about the circumstances of a manuscript’s production is often speculative and debatable. For
xample, the ability to date or localize a manuscript may be based on a comparison of its script or decoration
o other manuscripts known to have been produced around certain times in certain places. Data elements are
ften ambiguous and fuzzy: “Northern France,” “Persia,” or “early fourteenth century,” or “after 1400.” Further
omplicating manuscript metadata modeling practices is the fact that there are no uniformly agreed upon stan-
ards for manuscript description, whether for print or digital cataloging systems. How an institution decides to
atalog its manuscript collections–if it can invest in this work at all–often depends on the subject expertise of
taff, the capacity for staff to dedicate time to manuscript description, and existing cataloging formats designed
or printed books. As a result there are almost as many different ways to model manuscript metadata as there
re institutions with manuscript collections to describe. 

Demand for aggregated research resources, however, is driving research to define a more adaptable approach
o data modeling to enable data-sharing, especially in LOD environments [ 6 , 7 , 26 ]. A major barrier to the devel-
pment of aggregated research resources has been finding one solution to data modeling that will be accepted
y all stakeholders, but a number of projects working cross-institutionally are implementing more simplified
pproaches to modeling based on structured data values common to all manuscript traditions that can easily be
ranslated into, if not created as, LOD. For instance, the Al-Furqan Digital Library, 13 Biblissima, 14 e-codices, 15

irhist, 16 Handschriftenportal, 17 ManusOnline, 18 Medieval Manuscripts in Dutch Collections (MMDC), 19 Me-
ieval Manuscripts in Flemish Collections (MMFC), 20 and the Southeast Asia Digital Library 

21 are developing
latforms to provide a single access point for manuscripts cataloged and housed at institutions across national
r international institutions. Underlying the platforms are standard data points for basic manuscript description
lso used to model DS data (e.g., author, title, artist, scribe, place and date of production, provenance history,
ubject, genre). 
3 Al-Furqan Digital Library: https://digitallibrary.al-furqan.com/world _ library . 
4 Biblissima: https://portail.biblissima.fr/ . 
5 e-codices: https://w w w.e-codices.unifr.ch/ . 
6 Firhist: https://w w w.fihrist.org.uk/ . 
7 Handschriftenportal: https://handschriftenportal.de/ . 
8 ManusOnline: https://manus.iccu.sbn.it/ . 
9 Medieval Manuscripts in Dutch Collections: http://w w w.mmdc.nl . 
0 Medieval Manuscripts in Flemish Collections: https://mmfc.be/ . 
1 Southeast Asia Digital Library: https://sea.lib.niu.edu/ . 
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The application of semantic technologies to aggregating manuscript metadata has been further explored in
rojects such as Europeana, one of the first and most successful efforts to aggregate data across cultural her-
tage institutions using LOD practices and technologies, and the recently completed Mapping Manuscript

igrations (MMM) project [ 23 , 25 ]. Both of these projects modeled how content-related but distinctly mod-
led datasets could be semantically linked based on a simplified structure of common data elements. The result
or each was a new knowledge graph that allowed researchers to query multiple datasets without modifications
aving to be made to the original models. 
There are two major approaches to modeling cultural heritage metadata as linked data [ 15 , 17 ]: 

• Object-centric data models, such as the DCMI Metadata Terms , 22 focus on describing individual resources
(e.g., cultural heritage objects) of interest with a set of shared metadata description. This approach has
been used in many manuscript databases, including the original Digital Scriptorium and Europeana. 

• Event-centric data models, such as CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CRM) [ 16 ], attempt to model the
events relating to the history of the objects of interest, such as their creation and possible changes of
ownership, and so on. This approach has been used in, e.g., MMM, the IMAGO project [ 4 ], and could also
be used with Europeana in addition to the object-centric model [ 27 ]. These also make use of the CIDOC
CRM compatible versions of Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) and IFLA

Library Reference Model (LRM) [ 37 ], FRBRoo and LRMoo, respectively. 

he metadata stored in cultural heritage institutions, e.g., in collection management systems or a library catalog
ystems, is typically object-centric, requiring much less effort to convert to another object-centric data model
han an event-centric one [ 15 ]. 

 DS 2.0 DATA MODEL 

uided by the design principles outlined in Section 2 , the DS 2.0 data model responds to the workflow problem
f collecting and sharing member data from different sources by providing a shared data infrastructure within
hich each member’s data can be aligned. The scope of the data model is defined by what is commonly avail-

ble in member institutions’ manuscript metadata and what is seen as relevant for interested parties to find
anuscripts. Discoverability of manuscripts based on structured metadata is the main goal in this process. Euro-

eana’s and MMM’s approach to respecting the original format of the source data and transforming the salient
ata points into RDF to build the aggregated knowledge graph thus set the example for the DS 2.0 data and
orkflow modeling. 
The data model creation commenced in two stages: first, as the creation of a more generic linked data-based

ata model for manuscript metadata in the scope of DS and then, as the choice of Wikibase as the platform was
onfirmed and the prototype development started, the data model was adapted to be used with the underlying
ata model of Wikibase and developed further. 
In both stages the data model was devised in an iterative process with an interdisciplinary team with expertise

n several key areas: linked data, manuscript metadata practices, DS source data, the DS organizations and their
apabilities and resources, and data models for cultural heritage. 

The DS 2.0 data model consisting of classes and properties is shown in Figure 1 . The colored rectangles cor-
espond to classes of items, whereas rectangles with white background are primitive Wikibase data types. The
reen color rectangles are the main manuscript items, of which Manuscript corresponds to the physical manu-
cript item and DS 2.0 Record depicts a metadata record about the manuscript. The yellow classes refer to classes
f which instances are shared between several manuscript records. Instances of the blue-colored classes are
esources in external authority files, for which local instances are created. The solid directed arrows correspond
o properties used for items and dashed arrows mark properties that are used as qualifiers in statements. 
2 DCMI Metadata Terms: https://w w w.dublincore.org/specifications/dublin- core/dcmi- terms/ . 
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Fig. 1. DS 2.0 wikibase data model as a diagram, showing the classes in green, blue, and yellow rectangles and wikibase 

data types and items in white rectangles. Properties used in statements about the class instances are shown as arrows, with 

dashed arrows from the statements represent the use of qualifiers. 
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The separation between the physical manuscript and its metadata record(s) is conceptually similar to that
sed in, e.g., Europeana Data Model [ 17 ]. This is different from FRBRoo and the MMM data model [ 25 ], in which
he manuscript and its metadata description are not separate entities. Contrary to the model in FRBRoo, IFLA
RM, or BIBFrame, the DS 2.0 data model does not model the intellectual contents of the manuscripts as separate
ntities. 

The DS 2.0 data model is object-centric, with the main manuscript metadata record (class DS 2.0 Record as the
ocal point, to which most of the metadata is attached to in a star-like manner. This is conceptually different
rom, e.g., the MMM data model, which is event-based and aims to capture a variety of information not directly
elated to the manuscript, such as the provenance-related manuscript observations in an attempt to depict a
istory of the manuscript from creation to the most recent observation. 
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For the DS 2.0 Record all immediate values originate from the source metadata record whereas most of the
ualifiers include an interpretation of the contents of an original string value that link the statement to an
uthority file item. 

The Holding item depicts the manuscript holding by a DS member institution. In the rare case that a manuscript
ould be moved from one institution to another, a new Holding instance would be created for the new holding

nd the old one marked as non-current. 
The data model has a class Standard Title (Q6) for conventional, non-authoritative titles like Book of hours ,
etaphysics , and De rerum natura . Standard Title is primarily a functional category for use in SPARQL 

23 queries
nd in our search interface as facets. While users have a clear understanding of these titles, titles as recorded in
ources vary widely. Searching for all entities with a particular title requires a user both to know and then search
y all possible variations of the title as recorded by using alternate versions of the title, the title in alternate lan-
uages, in alternate spellings, or with different letter cases, which requires special handling in SPARQL queries,
ecause the language is case-sensitive. For example, books of hours can have the supplied titles Book of Hours ,
ook of hours (“hours” with lower case “h”), Horae , and Book of Hours (Use of Rome) , along with many other
ariations. Neither Uniform Title authorities nor Topical and Form term authorities offer appropriate terms that
ddress this problem. Title authorities like Faceted Application of Subject Terminology (FAST) 24 have titles that
re often too specific; for example, Book of hours (Catholic Church) , 25 Book of hours (HM 1173) , 26 and Hours of

imon de Varie , 27 Additionally the FAST and Library of Congress Uniform Title designates a work. 28 

The DS data model does not have a concept of work, because DS source records often lack the concept them-
elves. Manuscripts frequently contain multiple titles by multiple authors, and some sources list titles and authors
eparately without coordinating them. This is the approach DS takes, listing titles and authors as separate DS 2.0
ecord properties. Form and topical terms authorities do not suffice either. They designate either the type or the
ubject of a work rather than its title; for example, “Books of hours,”29 rather than the title Book of Hours . Further,
opical and form authority files lack terms for specific, non-generic titles, like De Rerum Natura , Sh ̄ahn ̄amah , and
he City of God . The Standard Titles list will be added to based on “title as recorded” values and, where provided

n MARC records, Uniform Titles. A large number of manuscripts in DS will be represented by a relatively small
umber of titles for common religious and liturgical texts, and popular philosophical and literary works. To par-
ially address the limitations of a lack of representation for works in member data, standard titles and authors
an be combined in faceted search or in SPARQL query parameters to find manuscripts that may contain the
exts of specific works. 

Furthermore, although the previous METS-based schema for DS data offered the ability to model the presence
nd order of works in parts or folios of the manuscript objects in which they appeared, the process for inputting
uch detailed metadata proved too cumbersome and inconsistent across contributing institutions to be feasibly
pplied. This meant that data quality suffered as institutions could not sustain such intensive cataloging practices
o consistently and equally contribute granular data of that type to DS. The expectation that DS records would
eed to contain that level of granularity also proved unnecessary as the redevelopment of the database envisioned
S as a discovery portal that would assist users toward more detailed institutional records, not as an exhaustive

epublication of those catalog records. 
3 SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language used to query and manipulate RDF graph data. A full specification can be found here: http: 
/w w w.w3.org/TR/sparql11-overview/ . 
4 Faceted Application of Subject Terminology (FAST): https://w w w.oclc.org/research/areas/data-science/fast.html . 
5 Book of hours (Catholic Church): http://id.worldcat.org/fast/1365973/ . 
6 Book of hours (HM 1173): http://id.worldcat.org/fast/1374414/ . 
7 Hours of Simon de Varie: http://id.worldcat.org/fast/1381061/ . 
8 See the MARC 21 documentation for Uniform Title, fields 130 ( https://w w w.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd130.html ) and 240 ( https://w w w. 
oc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd240.html ). 
9 “Books of hours” topical term in FAST, http://id.worldcat.org/fast/836484/ . 
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As the sources generally have only textual representations of key metadata entities like actors and places, the
eneral approach is to create a statement for the DS 2.0 Record that contains the textual representation as a value
ith datatype “String.” The interpretation of the string value is then linked from this statement to the authority
le instance using a qualifier. In some cases further qualifiers are added to depict possible uncertainty in the

nterpretation as a string value. In the case of actor names related to the manuscript metadata record, how the
ctor is related to the manuscript (property role ) is stored. 

A Digital Scriptorium 2.0 identifier (DS ID) is generated for each physical manuscript (class Manuscript )
uring first ingestion of its metadata. The DS ID is intended to serve as a unique identifier for the manuscripts in
oth DS 2.0 and other systems to identify the manuscripts. Once generated, DS IDs can be included in institutional
etadata records to connect the manuscript and its record back to the catalog representation of the object. A

ong term plan for DS IDs includes contributing these identifiers to Wikidata in an effort to link DS data about
he same manuscript objects to other linked data in external knowledge bases. 

Interoperability of the data model is currently taken into account by being aware of other relevant data mod-
ls and ontologies and considering conformance to them on a conceptual level. Semantic mapping to external
elevant schemas and ontologies like CIDOC CRM, DCMI Metadata Terms, “Digitised Manuscripts to Euro-

eana ” (DM2E) model [ 2 ], Europeana Data Model [ 17 ], FRBRoo [ 28 ], and MMM data model [ 25 ] was initially
onsidered. But as Wikibase does not currently allow for the reuse of external RDF vocabularies [ 14 ], this is not
et implemented. Mapping to external vocabularies is currently a planned feature for Wikibase 30 and additionally
n extension 

31 is currently being developed to this end [ 29 ]. 
The data model is implemented completely on Wikibase, and it does not reuse any Wikidata items or proper-

ies. In some cases an existing Wikidata property could have been considered, but the lack of creating semantic
apping to external properties hinders the reuse of also Wikidata properties. It is possible to copy items and

roperties from Wikidata and create a custom property with data type “external identifier” for marking the con-
ection between DS 2.0 and Wikidata. However, the External identifier datatype is basically a string, which in
ikidata is used for local identifiers, not URIs or IRIs. It is possible to use property specific formatter URLs to

ormat External identifiers as URLs on the item pages, but these are commonly used to create URLs for web
ages, not resource IRIs, which for example in the case of Wikidata are different. 

.1 Classes 

he classes of the DS 2.0 data model are shown in Table 1 , including the class names, short descriptions, and
ikibase QIDs. There are two main classes of the data model: the DS 2.0 Record and Holding . The DS 2.0 Record

ontains the main metadata about a manuscript that the institution identifed in Holding supplies. These two
lasses are linked together with an instance of the Manuscript class, which corresponds to a physical manuscript,
n between the DS 2.0 Record and Holding instances. 

The classes with “Name Authority” and “Authority File” in the class name serve as local authority files in
he knowledge graph. Authority file items are created for actors, actor roles, terms, languages, centuries, place
ames, and material types. These are all linked to the external authority files or vocabularies. 
The classes are implemented as Wikibase items and a specific “instance of” property, P16 , was created that

orresponds to creating an instance of a class as with the P31 of Wikidata or rdf:type . Alignments of the DS 2.0
ata model and existing ontologies and metadata models have been considered, which could be implemented
s, for example, RDF Schema. 32 subclass ( rdfs:subClassOf ) or owl:sameAs relations, depending on the case. The
amespace prefixes used in this article are shown in Table 2 . 
0 Wikibase/DataModel: https://w w w.mediawiki.org/wiki/Wikibase/DataModel . 
1 Wikibase RDF Extension: https://github.com/ProfessionalWiki/WikibaseRDF . 
2 RDF Schema 1.1: https://w w w.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/ . 
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Table 1. DS 2.0 Data Model Classes and Their Descriptions 

Class Name Description QID 

Manuscript A manuscript Q1 
Holding Holding of a manuscript in an organization etc. Q2 
DS 2.0 Record A DS 2.0 metadata record Q3
Standard Title A standard (non-authoritative) string title to facilitate search (e.g., 

Bible, City of God, Metaphysics) 
Q6 

Actor (Name Authority) An actor instance Q7 
Personal (Name Authority) A person instance Q8 
Corporate (Name Authority) A corporate entity instance Q9 
Role (Authority File) Role of an actor related to a manuscript Q10 
Term (Authority File) An authorized subject, named subject, genre, form, or other term Q11 
Language (Authority File) Language in which the text of the manuscript is written Q12 
Century (Authority File) Century Q13 
Place (Authority File) A place Q16 
Material (Authority File) Physical medium of manuscript (parchment, paper, etc.) Q17 

Table 2. Namespace Prefixes Used in This Article 

Prefix URI Name 

bd: http:// w w w.bigdata.com/ rdf# Wikibase: Blazegraph Database 
owl: http:// w w w.w3.org/ 2002/ 07/ owl# Web Ontology Language (OWL) 
p: http:// w w w.wikidata.org/ prop/ Wikibase: Links entity to statement 
ps: http:// w w w.wikidata.org/ prop/ statement/ Wikibase: Links value to statement 
pq: http:// w w w.wikidata.org/ prop/ qualifier/ Wikibase: Links qualifier to statement node 
rdf: http:// w w w.w3.org/ 1999/ 02/ 22- rdf- syntax- ns# Resource Description Framework (RDF) 
rdfs: http:// w w w.w3.org/ 2000/ 01/ rdf-schema# RDF Schema 
wdt: http:// w w w.wikidata.org/ prop/ direct/ Wikibase: Truthy assertions about the data, 

links entity to value directly. 
wikibase: http:// wikiba.se/ ontology# Wikibase ontology 

xsd: http:// w w w.w3.org/ 2001/ XMLSchema# XML Schema 
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.2 Properties 

he data model properties are shown as arrows in Figure 1 . Properties that are meant to be used as qualifiers are
hown with dashed arrows and other properties with solid arrows. The properties for the manuscript metadata
ontained in a DS 2.0 record and related authority files is described in Table 3 . Table 4 describes properties used
or instances of Manuscript and Holding . 

There are several properties ending with “as recorded,” which capture the string value of certain fields of
he source metadata, e.g., material as recorded and language as recorded . Where possible, these values are then
apped to instances contained within a local authority file by using a qualifier with the statement and specific

roperties like material in authority file and language in authority file . The instances of the local authority files
re largely based on existing authority files, to which they are linked. This enables retrieving DS 2.0 records
ased on the linked items in the authority files. 

This approach of using qualifiers for storing important information allows to both keep the connection be-
ween multiple string values for a single “as recorded” property and the authority file instances to which each
f them is linked. Alternatives for using the qualifiers would be to either create separate properties for linking
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Table 3. DS 2.0 Data Model Properties Used in the DS 2.0 Records and Related Authority Files 

Property Name Description Data Type PID 

described manuscript The described physical manuscript Manuscript P3 

title as recorded Title as given in the source metadata record string P10 

- standard title The assigned standard title string P11 

uniform title as recorded Uniform title as recorded in the source record string P12 

associated name as recorded Associated actor, such as author, artist, or scribe string P14 

- in original script Name/title in original script string P13 

- name in authority file Actor in authority file Actor P17 

- role in authority file Actor role string P15 

genre as recorded Description of what the manuscript is (esp. useful for liturgical 
books) 

string P18 

- term in authority file An authorized subject, named subject, genre, form, or other term Term P20 

subject as recorded What the works/texts in the manuscript are about string P19 

- term in authority file An authorized subject, named subject, genre, form, or other term Term P20 

language as recorded Language of the text of the manuscript string P21 

- language in authority file Language in authority file Language P22 

production date as recorded Date when the manuscript was produced as given on the source 
metadata record 

string P23

- earliest date Earliest date at which the production could have happened time P37

- latest date Latest date at which the production could have happened time P36

- century Century of production time P25 

- production century in 
authority file 

Century of production in authority file Century P24 

dated Is the manuscript dated or datable item P26 

production place as recorded Location where the manuscript was produced string P27

- place in authority file Place in authority file Place P28 

physical description Description of physical characteristics string P29 

material as recorded Manuscript material as given on the source metadata record string P30 

- material in authority file Physical medium (parchment, paper, etc.) Material P31 

note Miscellaneous note string P32 

acknowledgements Acknowledgements for 3rd party catalogers string P33 

date added Timestamp of DS record creation time P34

date last updated Timestamp of last DS record update time P35

external URI External URI describing the same entity URL P44 

IIIF manifest IIIF Presentation API document URL reference URL P45 

Properties that are meant to be used as qualifiers are shown in italic under the properties for which they are intended to be used. The 
PID column depicts the property identifier in the DS 2.0 Wikibase prototype. 
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rom the DS 2.0 record directly to both the “as recorded” and “in authority file” and lose the connection between
ach string value and linked item, or create artificial items that link the DS 2.0 record with a string value and
he corresponding authority file instance. The latter would go against the Wikidata data modeling philosophy
here the items are considered to have the same level of value as the subjects of Wikipedia pages [ 36 ]. 

 DS 2.0 PROTOTYPE 

 prototype Wikibase service was developed, which uses the data model and ingests data provided by the mem-
er institutions. The prototype uses a schema, which contains the items and properties of the data model as an
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Table 4. DS 2.0 Data Model Properties Used for the Instances of the Classes Manuscript and Holding 

Property Name Description Data Type PID 

DS ID Digital Scriptorium 2.0 identifier string P1 
holding institution as 
recorded 

Name of the holding institution in the source metadata record string P5 

- holding institution in 

authority file 
Holding institution in authority file Corporate P4 

holding status The status of the holding (current or non-current) Current/Non-cur. P6 
institutional ID Institutional identifier for the manuscript external identifier P7 
shelfmark The institutional call number assigned to a manuscript string P8 
link to institutional record Link to catalog record or digital facsimile URL P9 
manuscript holding Holding of a manuscript Holding P2 
- start time time an item begins to exist or a statement starts being valid time P38 
- end time time an item ceases to exist or a statement stops being valid time P39 
note Miscellaneous note string P32 

Properties that are meant to be used as qualifiers are printed in italic. 

Fig. 2. Overall workflow for data extraction, aggregation, enrichment, and publication in DS. 
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ML file that is then imported into Wikibase in the prototype setup phase. This allows for easily recreating the
rototype when needed. 

.1 Data Workflow 

nce manuscript metadata were extracted or received from member institutions, the data were compiled and
aved in a single CSV file (Figure 2 illustrates the overall process from data extraction to publication). As part
f the extraction process, date information was structured to support future import into the Wikibase using the
ime datatype as well as URIs for century values derived from the Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT) . 33

wo workflows for data enrichment were tested and documented: one in which data transformation took place
n a single CSV file through a series of multi-layered steps across all metadata elements and one in which meta-
ata were split into separate CSV files that would be enriched by element type. It was found that this second
orkflow was easier to document and implement as a workable, streamlined process. The result was generation
3 AAT: https://w w w.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/aat/ . 
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f separate CSV files for names, production places, genres, subjects, languages, and material types as described
n manuscript metadata records, with a single CSV spreadsheet of all records that could be used for reference to
nswer questions about values found in the separated data. 

Data enrichment for the manuscript records involved entity reconciliation for metadata values. The process
as designed to take the individual CSV files for each metadata element type to create a metadata repository, in
hich existing string values in metadata records were matched to their counterparts in linked data authorities/

ocabularies and LOD repositories. CSV files were loaded into OpenRefine (version 3.6.2) and reconciled us-
ng either the built-in reconciliation service (Wikidata) or one supported or developed by third parties for the
ecessary vocabularies (i.e., Getty Vocabularies and FAST reconciliation services). As a free, open source, web
pplication for data cleaning and processing, OpenRefine was chosen because of its support for multiple data
econciliation services [ 12 , 13 ], as well as its successful use in projects to transform metadata into linked data [ 32 ]
nd to facilitate data curation and semantic enrichment [ 1 , 33 , 38 ]. JSON recipes resulting from data processing
nd reconciliation in OpenRefine were extracted and uploaded to a GitHub repository. The resulting repository
rovided documentation so that OpenRefine workflows could be revised as they were implemented and tested
gainst multiple iterations of the prototype data. Once the workflow was finalized, the resulting CSV files of
tring values and structured values were also uploaded into a GitHub repository and used to enrich the manu-
cript description CSV that is imported into the Wikibase instance. 

.2 Data Ingestion 

ata ingestion begins with term reconciliation and the conversion of source data to the DS import CSV format.
he input for the process is a set of source data from a member institution. For the prototype routines were
eveloped for sample records in MARC XML, TEI XML, and METS XML format. We plan soon to extended the
cripts to work with other source formats, beginning with CSV. The scripts are written in Ruby and are hosted
n GitHub as DS-Convert. 34 These scripts extract values for reconciliation and generate the manuscript CSV for
mport into Wikibase. This is a two-step process. In the first step the reconciliation values are extracted into
eparate CSVs for each term type: support materials, languages, names, places, subject, named subjects, genres,
nd titles. These are enriched using the process described above, and the newly reconciled values are added to
he reconciled terms CSVs in the “ds-data”35 GitHub repository. In the second step, a DS-Convert script is used
o extract manuscript descriptions from the same source data set and write it out as an import CSV. The newly
pdated reconciliation CSVs from the first step are used to add reconciled values to records in the import CSV.
he format of the import CSV is the same regardless of the source type; however, the richness of the import CSV
ata (that is, the amount of information included for each manuscript) depends on the source records. 
The Wikibase ingestion process takes as input the import CSV from the reconciliation and conversion process

ust described. The data import pipeline is built with Python using the WikibaseIntegrator 36 library. Import is
lso a two-step process. In the first step, the CSV is inspected for each authority value type in turn: support
aterials, languages, names, places, subjects, named subjects, genres, and titles. New values are added to their

espective Authority Files. In the second step, the import script loops over the rows of the CSV file and either
reates or updates manuscript records, based on whether a DS ID has been given for the manuscript in the CSV.
nterlinked entities are created for the physical manuscript (class Manuscript , Q1), DS 2.0 metadata record (class
S 2.0 Record , Q3), and the holding of the manuscript in an institution (class Holding , Q2). The Manuscript instance
ontains only the DS ID and links to the other two instances. If a Holding item with the same institutional ID
xists, then the existing Holding is left unchanged or a new Holding is created if the shelfmark, institutional ID,
r the link to institutional record has changed. When a manuscript is updated, that is, when an existing DS ID
s provided, all existing DS 2.0 Record properties are removed and replaced by the new description. 
4 DS-Convert: https://github.com/DigitalScriptorium/ds-convert . 
5 DS-Data reconciled terms directory: https://github.com/DigitalScriptorium/ds-data/tree/main/terms/reconciled . 
6 WikibaseIntegrator: https://github.com/LeMyst/WikibaseIntegrator . 
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.3 Vocabularies 

s part of the work to aggregate and link heterogeneous data originating from different GLAM sources and
etadata records, metadata values (as string values) were matched and linked to their equivalents in authority
les and controlled vocabularies. After reviewing the nature of the metadata records, the various standards used
y member institutions, and the overall goals of DS 2.0, an authority plan was developed to connect string values
s recorded in metadata records to the following LOD KOS: 

• material types: a controlled pick list from AAT 

• languages: Wikidata 
• place names: Thesaurus of Geographic Names (TGN) 37 

• names of actors: Wikidata 
• actor roles: a controlled pick list consisting of author, artist, scribe, former owner 
• genre/form terms: AAT or FAST 

• subject terms: FAST 

The use of authority files and controlled vocabularies was guided by several aspects related to respect for mem-
er metadata practices while facilitating interoperability and reuse of heterogeneous data found in manuscript
ecords. The first consideration was that any KOS used for linking string values would have to be available and
ublished as LOD. In some cases, such as certain genre/form standards used in manuscript description, the lack
f a Linked Open Vocabulary (LOV) for these KOS meant that string values from those vocabularies would not
e linked to an identifier or URI from that authority (as one does not exist). The second consideration involved
n endeavor to use the same or closely related KOS used by member institutions in representing their data as
inked data. For instance, where genre vocabularies were known through MARC record codes, string values for
AT-derived terms were linked to AAT identifiers. Conversely, when the Rare Book Manuscripts Section

RBMS) Controlled Vocabularies are officially integrated and published as linked data under the RBMS Con-
rolled Vocabulary for Rare Materials Cataloging ( https://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/rbmscv.html ), those identifiers
an be used in the future to link RBMS-derived terms. 

Where designations or codes about the vocabularies used in metadata records were not given, the third con-
ideration examined LOV authorities in common use by the GLAM community for the purposes of creating
inked data. For example, name authorities for places of manuscript production were not coded in metadata
ecords, but matching identifiers from TGN were used to represent place names. Although linking people and
rganizations to Wikidata allows us to leverage the external authority files that are linked to their corresponding
ikidata entities, linking to multiple vocabularies for places (or other entities) would have been prohibitive and

nsustainable for our current workflows, as places in the dataset could not be reliably reconciled with entities
n Wikidata. Much like in the MMM project [ 25 ] TGN was chosen for places, because the source data (i.e., man-
script records) matched nearly all places found in TGN, which is itself widely adopted, global in scope, and
upports temporal geographic information such as historical place names. 

Fourth, leveraging the value of linked data to facilitate browsing and faceted search guided the decision to
ink precoordinated strings to identifiers for their various linked data components. This issue was brought to
ear when considering the use of subject headings and genre/form terms from vocabularies maintained by the
ibrary of Congress (LC) . Choosing a vocabulary in which concepts would be represented individually, within

heir own facets/categories, and without subordination to other topics [ 24 ] guided the decision. Rather than
inking terms constructed and available as linked data at different levels of precoordination as presented in the
C linked data service, the choice was made to reconcile individual components of strings to their equivalents

n FAST, which is maintained by OCLC but based on LC vocabularies. The use of FAST transformed LC-derived
ubject and genre string values into facet-friendly linked data. 
7 TGN: https://w w w.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/tgn/ . 
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The need to overcome perceived deficiencies in existing authorities, particularly name authority files, guided
he fifth consideration to reconcile actors (personal and corporate names) to Wikidata. Although some authors
nd artists of premodern manuscripts described in metadata records may be represented in the Library of Con-

ress Name Authority File (LCNAF) and the Virtual International Authority File (VIAF) , many other
ames associated with manuscript culture are not well represented in existing name authorities. Underrepre-
ented actors include scribes and former owners of manuscripts as well as actors involved in manuscript pro-
uction outside of Europe. These names are not often found in existing bibliographic resources, because they
xist beyond the scope of these authorities [ 10 ]. Although one remedy to this shortcoming would be to attempt
o contribute underrepresented names to traditional bibliographic authority files, such authorities often have
nstitutional barriers to entry that Wikidata, as an open, collaboratively edited system, does not. To meet the im-

ediate and ongoing needs of the DS 2.0 project, it was determined that Wikidata possessed greater flexibility
nd represented a more inclusive universe of entities to which actors in the universe of premodern manuscripts
ould be linked. 

Furthermore, for names not already present in Wikidata, items could be quickly created. Thus, names repre-
ented only in DS 2.0 records could be contributed/added to Wikidata and linked back to their corresponding
ntry/item in the DS 2.0 Wikibase. In this way, DS 2.0 would take advantage of Wikidata as both a LOD reposi-
ory for adding names and as a LOD hub for linking DS 2.0 to the larger Wikidata ecosystem. The ability to link
S 2.0 records to the wealth of linked data present in Wikidata, including descriptive information and links to
ther authorities, could then help advance computational and linked data research related to actors involved in
he universe of premodern manuscripts. 

Last, the need for a manageable data processing workflow related to entity reconciliation and metadata en-
ichment was balanced against the heterogeneous nature of the data. Part of the workflow involved investi-
ating reconciliation services through OpenRefine that would reliably match string values to their linked data
quivalents in the authorities and vocabularies described above. With the parameters and considerations for the
hosen vocabularies and standards in mind, reconciliation of nearly all entities could be accomplished through
penRefine and services for Wikidata, the Getty Vocabularies (i.e., AAT and TGN), and FAST. Even when data

econciliation was not supported directly by a reconciliation service, such as with ISO language codes, an ex-
sting service (i.e., Wikidata) was used to leverage data that was retrieved using reconciliation services through
penRefine. Consolidating efforts with the use of just three reconciliation services in one interface helped to

treamline the process while still addressing the goal of representing as much manuscript metadata as possible
ith linked data authorities and vocabularies. 

 PROTOTYPE EVALUATION 

nsuring that metadata from member institutions is accurately mapped to the DS 2.0 data model and represented
n the Wikibase instance is an important part of providing access and discovery to users for the aggregated,
ross-institutional dataset. As an example of how member metadata has been represented in the DS 2.0 Wikibase,
igures 3 , 4 , and 5 show a manuscript record from an institutional catalog from the user interface of the University
f Pennsylvania Libraries online catalog, the MARC record from the staff view, and how the extracted metadata
as been presented and enriched as linked data as a DS 2.0 Record, respectively. 38 

Functional evaluation of the prototype was also done through basic SPARQL queries of the structured data
oaded into the DS 2.0 Wikibase instance. SPARQL queries were conducted through the Wikibase query ser-
ice. A grid of target data points was developed to track the individual structured values that would be the
bject of each example query. The queries were developed based on the metadata elements found in the DS
.0 Record that were part of semantic enrichment. SPARQL queries were conducted to ensure that values in
8 Please note that this prototype record is no longer accessible. To see the current structure of DS records, please visit https://catalog.digital- 
criptorium.org . 
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Fig. 3. Online view of catalog entry Ms. Codex 43. For full catalog record, see https://franklin.library.upenn.edu/catalog/ 

FRANKLIN _ 9914696423503681 . 
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he metadata descriptions that had been reconciled to LOD vocabularies were retrievable through their LOD
alues. 

The target goals were designed to retrieve manuscript records with data values for a given metadata element
names, places, subjects, century, etc.) in two ways: (1) by specifying the desired value for the element in the
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Fig. 4. MARC view of catalog entry Ms. Codex 43. 
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Fig. 5. Prototype Wikibase item for DS 2.0 record for Ms. Codex 43. 
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Fig. 6. SPARQL query results for manuscript records associated with a specific name. 

Fig. 7. Excerpt of SPARQL query results for manuscript records with any associated names. 
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ecord (to mimic results from a search function) and (2) by generating a list of all manuscripts with any value for
hat metadata element (mimicking results that would appear from a browsing function). For instance, an example
uery of the first type for names of associated actors was structured to return manuscript records associated with
 specific name (Figure 6 ), and the second type of query would return any and all manuscript records with any
nd all associated names (Figure 7 ). The SPARQL queries for a specific name and for any names associated with
 manuscript were as follows: 

 find manuscript record associated with name ‘‘X’’ 
ELECT ?recordLabel ?nameLabel ?roleLabel 
HERE { 
 bind query variables 
BIND(p:P14 AS ?nameAsRecordedStatement). 
BIND(ps:P14 As ?nameAsRecorded). 
BIND(pq:P17 AS ?hasName). 
BIND(pq:P15 AS ?hasRole). 
BIND(wdt:P42 AS ?hasQID). 
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 statement: manuscript record has statement for name 
?record ?nameAsRecordedStatement ?nameStatement . 

 statement: name statement has name object recorded as string value 
?nameStatement ?nameAsRecorded ?nameString . 

 statement: name statement has qualifier for structured/authority value 
?nameStatement ?hasName ?name . 

 statement: name statement has qualifier for role value 
?nameStatement ?hasRole ?role . 

 statement: authority value has QID 
?name ?hasQID ‘‘Q9546’’ ˆˆ xsd:string . 

ERVICE wikibase:label { bd:serviceParam wikibase:language ‘‘[AUTO_LANGUAGE]’’. } 
 

 find manuscript records with associated names 
ELECT DISTINCT ?recordLabel ?nameString ?roleLabel ?nameLabel ?QID 
HERE { 
 bind query variables 
BIND(p:P14 AS ?nameAsRecordedStatement). 
BIND(ps:P14 As ?nameAsRecorded). 
BIND(pq:P17 AS ?hasName). 
BIND(pq:P15 AS ?hasRole). 
BIND(wdt:P42 AS ?hasQID). 

 statement: manuscript record has statement for name 
?record ?nameAsRecordedStatement ?nameStatement . 

 statement: name statement has name object recorded as string value 
?nameStatement ?nameAsRecorded ?nameString . 

 statement: string statement has qualifier for possible role value 
?nameStatement ?hasRole ?role . 

 statement: string statement has qualifier for possible structured/authority value and QID
OPTIONAL { { ?nameStatement ?hasName ?name . } OPTIONAL { ?name ?hasQID ?QID .} } 
SERVICE wikibase:label { bd:serviceParam wikibase:language ‘‘[AUTO_LANGUAGE]’’. } 
} 
ORDER by ?recordLabel ?nameLabel 

Example queries of this nature were repeated for different types of structured data in manuscript records, in-
luding names of actors, places of production, subjects, genres, centuries, material types, languages, and holding
nstitutions. Example queries were also written to find manuscript records containing information about dates,
ncluding records for manuscripts with a specified earliest year of production, latest year of production, produc-
ion within a range of years, and records documenting manuscripts determined to be datable or non-datable by
cholars. It should be noted that at this time, titles have not been semantically enriched, and SPARQL queries for
itles do not use URIs or Wikidata IDs for retrieving manuscript records. Instead, a SPARQL query that matches
r contains a string value for a recorded or uniform title can be used. 
The example SPARQL queries described above for dataset exploration and prototype testing were uploaded

o a Github repository ( https://github.com/DigitalScriptorium/ds-testing/tree/main/sparql ). With prototype data
oaded into the Wikibase instance, data for each type of structured value tested by SPARQL queries was found
o be returned successfully using the integrated SPARQL endpoint. As structured by the data model, items,
atatypes, properties, and qualifiers functioned as intended in all 24 queries (see Table 5 ) used in testing. Data
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Table 5. Example SPARQL Queries 

Metadata 

Element Tested 

First Example Query Second Example Query 

century records with value for “seventeenth 

century” (AAT ID: 300404511) 
all manuscript records sorted by century 

names 
genre records with value for “Qur’ans” (AAT ID: 

300265128) 
all manuscript records sorted by genre 
terms 

holding 

institution 

records with value for “University of 
Pennsylvania” (QID: Q49117) 

all manuscript records sorted by holding 

institutions 
language records with value for “French” (ISO 

639-3: fra) 
all manuscript records sorted by languages 

material records with value for “parchment” (AAT 

ID: 300011851) 
all manuscript records sorted by material 
types 

name records with value for “Al-Ghazali” (QID: 
Q9546) 

all manuscript records sorted by associated 

names 
place records with value for “Italy” (TGN ID: 

1000080) 
all manuscript records sorted by places 

subject records with value for “Astronomy, Arab”
(FAST ID: 819764) 

all manuscript records sorted by subject 
terms 

dated 

manuscripts 
records with “datable” value for dated 

property 

records with “non-datable” value for dated 

property 

earliest date records for manuscripts with an exact 
earliest production date of “1700”

records for manuscripts with an earliest 
production date after “1066”

latest date records for manuscripts with an exact 
latest production date of “1699”

records for manuscripts with a latest 
production date before “1812”

date range records for manuscripts with a production 

date range between “1245” and “1345”
records for manuscripts with an earliest 
production date before “1000” or a latest 
production date after “1900”
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mported into the Wikibase instance were discoverable using these queries, showing that the data model and the
ikibase met basic functional requirements of discoverability as intended for finding DS 2.0 manuscript record

ata. 

 CONCLUSION 

he DS 2.0 prototype demonstrated the functionality of the data model design and its alignment with the DS
.0 principles outlined at the outset. Designed for implementation in Wikibase, the DS 2.0 data model facilitates
n efficient workflow able to capture a sufficient amount of structured metadata from a variety of institutional
ecords using a variety of formats. The prototype serves as a proof of concept for building a national union
atalog using Wikibase. SPARQL queries designed to test the prototype also indicate how end users can flexibly
uery the dataset. While a more user-friendly, facet-based interface (currently in development) will ease inex-
erienced users into the process of querying the DS 2.0 dataset, more advanced users will be able to delve more
eeply into complex queries via a SPARQL endpoint and leverage the connected and more expansive Wikidata
nowledge graph for deeper and broader research questions related to premodern manuscript studies. The DS 2.0
odel takes into account the social and practical implications of data collection that must be acknowledged and

ccounted for in a collaborative project where the collaborators are not necessarily equal in terms of funding,
taffing, and expertise. The model supports a less-is-more approach to data collection, but at the same time
ACM Journal on Computing and Cultural Heritage, Vol. 16, No. 3, Article 56. Publication date: August 2023. 
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everages LOD technologies so that the “less” produces multiple and enhanced pathways to “more.” As DS
.0 moves toward implementation and as with all digital projects, the greatest challenge still remains one of
ustainability. However, the reduced workflow barriers for contributing data and the enhanced research value
f enriched DS 2.0 data in the larger manuscript studies research community renders this challenge much less
aunting for both the near- and long-term prospects of this platform. 
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